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ABSTRACT
The evaluation of subjective image quality in pictures
is investigated as a function of the scene content of the
images and the grain level of the images . In the pictures
studied, no relationship was observed for the effect of
scene content when the only other variable was the grain
level.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This section describes the experiment and the variables
considered in this study.
1 . 1 Formation of images - Photographic images are generated
through the exposure and development of discrete silver
halide crystals, or grains, which are dispersed in a
photographic emulsion. Depending upon the size of the
developed crystals and the magnification used to view the
image, the granular structure will be more or less visible.
The higher the magnification used, and the larger the size
of the grains, the more visible the structure will be.
Larger grains are desirable in a photographic emulsion in
order to increase the speed; higher magnification is
desirable from the standpoint of reducing the size of the
original negative used for image capture and thereby
reducing the size of the camera. This trend is evident in
the movement of photographic manufacturers to develop small
format cameras such as the pocket and disc cameras.
1.2 Subjective quality - The perception of graininess in
prints has resulted in many studies. Throughout these
studies, attempts have been made to relate graininess with
the observed quality of photographic pictures. The term
"graininess" has been used for the subjective sensation
which results from seeing the granular structure in a
photographic image. (1) From this definition it can be seen
that graininess is a perceived attribute.
1.3 Granularity - "Granularity" is a term which relates to
the actual deposit in the emulsion and also, the physical
measurement of the nonuniformity in the deposit.
Granularity is dependent on the size and distribution of
the grains in the developed photosensitive material. It is
measured by scanning with a microdensitometer , areas of the
photosensitive material that have been exposed and developed
to a uniform density. The granularity measured is a
function of the size of the circular aperture used in the
microdensitometer, the density of the developed photographic
emulsion, and the type of emulsion.
1.4 History - One of the earliest models for the developed
image was generated by Nutting in 1913(2). This model
predicted the density of a uniform layer in the film from
the concentration of opaque discs, n, of mean projected
area, a, when scanned with a densitometer aperture of
area, A.
D = log(10)e na/A 1.1.1
D = .434 na/A 1.1.2
An early measure for granularity related to the observation
that grain was more visible at higher magnifications. The
test sample was viewed at varying magnifications. The
reciprocal of the highest magnification at which the grain
was not visible, the blending magnification, became the
measure of graininess. The blending magnification method
produced reliable results, but was not easy to obtain.
A method which could generate a measure of granularity was
developed by Selwyn(3), who noted that the values obtained
from a microdensitometer scan of a sample displayed a
Gaussian distribution. In 1935 he predicted:
G = er (2a)
D
where G = the Selwyn granularity
a = area of the scan aperture
cr D = RMS density
A scanning aperture of approximately 24 micrometer diameter
has been shown to give reproducible results. The square
root of the scan aperture is proportional to its linear
size, and thus cf is proportional to the linear
D
magnification of the sample. Experiments have shown that
Selwyn' s law holds up well for a large variety of black and
white materials .
More recently, mathematical concepts have been developed to
evaluate images and image structure. The modulation
transfer function and Fourier analysis are powerful
techniques for analyzing the performance of the imaging
system. The Weiner spectrum provides insight to the
frequency components of noise in the image and can be
applied to the analysis of grain in the photographic
material.
1.5 Effect of Grain in Images - The total population of
photographic images is made up of a vast variety of subject
material. Depending on the application, the resulting
image may be used for personal reasons, such as in a scrap
book, or in a wide variety of professional applications,
such as advertising. In each of these applications, the
appearance of grain in the print will be more or less
noticeable. Generally, the observation of grain is
categorized as a degrading factor relative to the overall
appearance of the print. In many professional applications,
the photographer will have enough understanding of the
speed/grain characteristics of the film and camera system he
is using to make a tradeoff as to which film he selects for
any given assignment.
In consumer applications, that is the snapshot photography
of the masses, the customer usually has little understand
ing of the effect of film speed or lighting conditions on
grain. In this case, the manufacturer has control of the
performance of the system through selection of the
components during design. The tradeoffs made in design will
revolve around the lens aperture and focal length, film
speed and shutter speed. Many studies will be made during
the design of the system to determine an optimum point for
maximum possible image quality.
This study looks at the effect of the scene content on the
assessment of image quality. In order to minimize the
number of test prints required to analyze a system design,
it is necessary to know how many different scene types are
required to be included in the test sample. If scene
content is a significant factor in the evaluation of grain
level then it would be important to include each of the
critical categories. If scene content is not important,
then the evaluation for graininess can be made from a
relatively few scenes. Naturally, any simplification of
the testing required to evaluate a system will result in
shorter development times which will mean that consumers
will realize improvements in their picture taking
capabilities at an ever increasing rate.
The pictures used in this test are limited to black and
white due to the ability to generate pictures of a
controlled nature much more readily than in color. It
could be surmised that the results of this work could be
extended to color since the observation of grain in prints
is basically done through an achromatic or contrast
channel of the visual mechanism. ( 4 )
2 . EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Prior Work - In 1981, Jerold B. Lisson did a thesis
entitled "Digital Image Modeling of Film Granularity and
Effect on Subjective Pictorial Quality". This paper
evaluated the relationship between digital image modeling
and film granularity and the effect of these parameters on
subjective image quality. In this paper, Lisson showed that
images produced with digitally generated noise equalled
grain noise. The author used four scenes with varying
degrees of scene complexity and varying amounts of digitally
generated noise. The scenes had matched granularity at the
levels shown in Table 2.1.1, reproduced from Lisson' s paper.
This data shows (l)the granularity level, (2)the simulation
<T granularity input, (3)the percent change between
D
adjacent granularity, (4)the granularity measured with a 169
micrometer diameter aperture, (5)the value of cr (169)
M
adjusted for the scanner playback aperture, and (6)the ratio
of measured cr to input cr [column (5) divided by column
D D
(2)]. Test subjects ranked paired scenes by the difference
in grain level in each scene. The relationship was examined
between grain and subjective image quality.
(1)
Level
(2)
cr Input
D
(3)
Q,
"5
(4)
cr (169u)
M
(5)
cr (Adj)
D
(6)
cf Ratio
D
B 0.05 0.015 0.051 1.02
C 0.064 28. 0.0183 0.061 .95
D 0.080 25. 0.0216 0.074 .93
E 0.100 25. 0.0268 0.091 .91
F 0.128 28. 0.0351 0.118 .92
G 0.157 22 0.043 0.145 .93
TONE SCALE GRANULARITY CALIBRATION
(DENSITY = 1.0)
TABLE 2.1.1
Lisson used four scenes to do his study. These scenes are
shown in Figures 2.1.1, 2.1.2, 2.1.3, and 2.1.4. They
include a tone scale, face, landscape and swimsuit scenes.
The landscape and swimsuit scenes have more edge and detail
information than do the other two. On this basis, the
scenes were separated into nonbusy (tone scale, face) and
busy (swimsuit, landscape) groups.
Through the use of multi-dimensional scaling, the author
drew some conclusions about the effect of granularity on
busy and nonbusy scenes. Lisson stated that the two less
busy scenes showed only a simple slope for the entire range
of conditions, while the two busiest scenes exhibited two
different slopes (Figures 2.1.5, 2.1.6, 2.1.7, 2.1.8). The
results even showed the landscape scene improving in
observed quality at the highest grain level.
The busy scenes showed a more rapid drop in quality at low
grain levels. Lisson suggests that this could be due to
the difference in the effect of grain on loss of contrast
detail information at low grain levels and the effect of
grain on uniform areas which became dominant at high grain
levels .
'-'-...'.
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Grain Level B
Grain Level G
Tone Scale Scenes
Figure 2.1.1
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Grain Level B
Grain Level G
Face Scale Scenes
Figure 2.1.2
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Grain Level B
Grain Level G
Landscape Scenes
Figure 2.1.3
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Grain Level B
Grain Level G
Swimsuit Scenes
Figure 2.1.4
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Figure 2.1.8
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The scenes used for the test by Lisson for his experiment
each contained a large area of uniform density. Lisson
felt that these uniform areas were the primary source of
information for the subjective quality assessment made by
the test subjects. Lisson also suggested that in the more
busy scenes, the subject also made judgments from some of
the high detail information areas.
It was felt that in these busy scenes the subjects were able
to integrate judgments made from both the uniform areas and
the high frequency areas to arrive at the estimated quality
difference between the test samples. It was this
integration process that led to the perception by the
judges of different relationships between subjective image
quality and grain level for the busy and nonbusy scenes.
Lisson then went on to suggest that a "signal-to-noise"
model could be inferred to explain his observation.
In the work being reported on in this paper, the study
performed by Lisson was repeated using a different method
to determine if the same scene dependent relationship could
be replicated. In a study done by Zwick and Brothers(5) it
was found that a 6% change in granularity was sufficient to
generate a just noticeable difference in uniform areas
while a change of around 30% was necessary to produce a
just noticeable difference in busy scenes. In average
19
change of 15% was sufficient to produce a just noticeable
difference. In the test materials used in this test, each
scene has a large uniform area. Thus, the tone scale scene
could be considered to be a quiet scene and the other three
scenes to be average scenes. The landscape scene does have
more high frequency information than the other scenes, and
while this may effect the judgment of quality, the large
uniform area in the scene may provide enough information to
be the overriding factor. The differences in the
granularity for this test is 25% which indicates that the
difference should be well on the order of one just
noticeable difference.
The materials used in the work done by Lisson have been
reorganized and used again for this test. This insured
that differences were not introduced by the generation of
new test materials .
2.2 Discussion - In order to establish relationships
between grain and loss of image quality, it is necessary to
draw on some principles of psychological scaling. (6) This
field attempts to quantify judgments made by subjects to
stimuli that are presented to them. The basis for this is
that a subject when presented with a stimuli will perform
some sort of discriminal process. This discriminal process
will lead to the establishment of a value for the stimulus
20
on a scale of values, the psychological continuum. Through
repeated test samples, inferences can be drawn as to the
relationship between the stimuli and the response. These
principles have become well established through the work of
many investigators.
In 1892, Fullerton and Cattell developed the concept of
equally often notices differences as a measure for scaling
responses. This was as an extension to the concept of just
noticeable differences, or jnd. In later work, Thorndike
used the idea of unit normal deviates to evaluate
handwriting samples. When asked to judge several samples,
observers would rate one sample worse than another but
better than a third. The distance between the samples,
i.e. how much better or worse a particular test sample is,
is proportional to the unit normal deviates corresponding
to the two proportions.
In 1927, Thurstone developed a mathematical model for
relating scale values of a set of stimuli to observable
proportions. Given a series of stimuli, he was able to
locate these stimuli on the psychological continuum in a way
that accounts for the responses of the observer. This was
based on the principle that each discriminal process has a
value on the psychological continuum and each stimulus gives
rise to a discriminal process.
21
The discriminal process most often associated with a given
stimulus is defined as the modal discriminal process.
Since the discriminal process can be expected to generate a
normal distribution, the mode, the median, and the mean
coincide. The standard deviation of the distribution is
called the discriminal dispersion of that stimulus. Figure
2.2.1 shows a typical distribution of two stimuli on the
psychological continuum. SI and S2 are the scale values
for the stimuli.
Equations have been deduced to relate the judgments of
relations among stimuli to the scale values and dispersions.
From these the scale values and dispersion of the stimuli
can be estimated. The law of comparative judgment and the
law of categorical judgment are two sets of equations that
can be used. The law of categorical judgment will be used
for this test.
The law of categorical judgment is a set of equations which
relate parameters of stimuli and category boundaries to a
set of cumulative proportions. This is derived from the
proportion of times each stimulus is judged to be in each
category of a set of categories which
are ordered with
respect to a given attribute.
22
Distribution on the Psychological Continuum
of the discriminal process associated
with two stimuli.
Figure 2.2.1
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The law of categorical judgment is derived with some
assumptions made by Torgerson in 1954:
1. The psychological continuum can be divided into a
specified number of ordered categories or steps.
2. Owing to various and sundry factors, a given
category boundary is not necessarily always located at
a particular point on the continuum. Rather, it also
projects a normal distribution of positions on the
continuum. Different category boundaries may have
different mean locations and dispersions.
3. The subject judges a given stimulus to be below a
given category boundary whenever the value of the
stimulus on the continuum is less than that of the
category boundary.
Some further simplifying assumptions were made by Torgerson.
Firstly, the different modes of data generation are defined
as Classes of Models:
Class I: This involves replication over trials within
the same subject.
24
Class II: This involves the stimuli being presented
independently to several subjects. Each stimuli is
presented once to each subject.
Class III: In this class of models the data can
be generated by both replication over the subjects
and by multiple subjects. It is assumed that trials
and individuals can be interchanged.
For the purpose of this experiment, evaluating the effect on
pictorial quality of grain, Class II was used.
The law of categorical judgment can be applied for cases
where the stimulii have been placed into categories which
are ordered with respect to the attribute being
investigated. A key assumption is that the proportion of
times that a stimulus is sorted below a category boundary
is known. The experimental procedures must be designed to
obtain good estimates for these proportions. Three types of
procedures can be used to generate the data for obtaining
the estimate:
1. Sorting or Method of Successive Intervals
- In this
type of procedure, the subject places the samples into
piles that are ordered with respect to the attribute. The
25
result is m + 1 piles that are in rank order. The subject
does not have to be concerned with making sure that the
intervals between the piles are even. The piles may be
identified by adjectives which progresses from extremely
positive to extremely negative.
2- Rating Procedure - In this procedure the subject is
presented with the stimulii on a one at a time basis and
the test sample is rated with respect to the attribute.
The rating may be based on an adjective scale, a numerical
scale or a graphic scale.
3. Rank Order Procedure - In this type of procedure
the subject is asked to place the stimulii in rank order
with respect to the attribute. Each rank may be a category
or several adjacent ranks may be combined to form
categories .
The key to any of the procedures is that multiple judgments
be obtained to provide sufficient data to generate good
estimates of the proportions. The necessary replication
can be achieved through the methods mentioned above, that
is through Class I, Class II or Class III models.
2.3 Experimental Procedure - For the evaluation of
grain in prints, a sample of 6 prints with increasing
26
was generated for the work done by Lisson. Since this study
is a continuation of the work done previously, this test
will use the same materials presented to the subjects in a
different manner. In the work done by Lisson, the samples
were presented in pairs of different grain levels, and the
subject was asked to rank them in order of increasing
difference in quality between the prints. The instructions
that Lisson gave to his observers are shown in Figure 2.3.1
In this study, the material was organized so that each
observer was presented with a pair of prints and asked to
evaluate the samples relative to absolute difference in the
attribute. The effect of graininess in prints is a function
of the density of the prints(7). The density of all the
prints were measured and the prints closest to the average
were selected for the test. The prints were individually
cut to size and mounted. This allowed the prints to be
paired at random, but insured that the print of a given
grain level was always the same density. A piece of white
board was used to support the prints and allow the
observers to concentrate on the test material.
In addition, to insure that distractions due to physical
defects were kept to a minimum in the test samples,
27
INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVERS
1. You will be asked to look at 15 pairs of prints and
make a quality judgment the magnitude of the quality
difference between the pictures comprising each pair -- one
pair per card.
2 . Order the above quality differences noted for each pair
in decreasing quality differences from the largest
difference(on left) to the smallest difference( on right).
3. Distance between viewer and cards being evaluated should
not exceed 12 inches.
4. In making quality judgments, please ignore the print
border, miscuts and other obvious physical defects such as
gouges, tears, et al.
5. Ignore apparent tone reproduction differences between
pairs -- i.e., differences in range of light to dark shades
between paired prints. Quality is defined as goodness of
overall detail rendition of objects photographed.
6. The following comments are offered as an aid in sorting
quality differences per instruction 2. above. (If you feel
more comfortable with a different method, feel free to apply
it in sorting. )
1. Spread all cards face up over table surface.
2. Orient all cards in same position relative to each
other.
3. First, sort pairs in two groups one group with
"large"
quality differences between pairs
-- one group
with
"small" differences.
4. Continue refining two groups until quality
differences are ordered in one continuous row. When
this is accomplished, your card having the greatest
quality difference will be on your left. You will have
placed pairs you have ranked in decreasing order of
quality difference from this point to the rightmost
card. This card, of course, will be the 15th rank value
and represent your evaluation of a pair having the
smallest quality difference.
7. To minimize physical damage, do not directly touch
pictures. Thank you. Please begin.
Instruction to Observers Used by Lisson
Figure 2.3.1
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observers were instructed to ignore scratches, tears, dirt
and color differences in the prints as part of their basis
for making the subjective quality judgment. The scale used
to rate differences was from 1 to 10.
Since all of the subjects that took part in this experiment
were expected to have looked at pictures previously, it was
assumed that they would easily calibrate themselves on some
scale related to the judgments. The print with the lowest
amount of grain established one end of the scale and the
other end was based upon the judgments made by the observer.
The prime interest of this experiment was to determine if
there is a difference in the relationship between grain and
loss of subjective image quality between the busy and
nonbusy scenes. The test samples pairs were presented in a
random order to each test observer.
The test was conducted in three phases. First, the subjects
were shown the pictures of one type as a group. Comparisons
in quality were made for the entire set of tone scale, face,
swimsuit, and landscape. There were no comparisons made
between the different type scenes.
In the second part of the test the pictures were organized
so that the busier scenes represented one end of the
29
granularity scale and the quieter scenes the other. In
this test,. the subjects were comparing all different scene
types with each other.
In the third part of the test, the pictures were organized
so that the subjects were making comparisons between two
different scene types. The tone scale and the landscape
were compared against each other and the swimsuit scene and
the face scene were compared.
The instructions for the observers are shown in Figure
2.3.2. The goal for the test was to include at least 10
observers who evaluated each of the four scenes. The data
was collected during each experiment on a sheet such as the
one shown in Figure 2.3.3.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO OBSERVERS
You will be shown a number of prints in the study to follow
and you will be asked to make a judgment as to the relative
difference in image quality between the two prints.
This difference should be expressed by using a scale of your
choice; however, most observers find it convenient and easy
to use a scale of 1-10.
Ignore apparent tone reproduction differences - i.e.,
overall lightness or darkness of the picture.
Also ignore physical defects in the prints such as dirt,
scratches, digs, etc.
Please do not directly touch the pictures.
The viewing distance should not exceed 12 inches.
After examining each pair of pictures, please indicate the
difference between the pictures on the scale you are using
and which picture you feel is worse.
Instructions to Observers for Image
Quality Difference Test
Figure 2.3.2
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PAIR
B-C
B-D
B-E
B-F
B-G
C-D
C-E
C-F
C-G
D-E
D-F
D-G
E-F
E-G
F-G
SUBJECT: JAW SCALE: 1-10
TONE SCALE FACE SWIMSUIT OUTDOOR
1 1 2 1
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
3 5 4 5
5 5 5 5
2 1 2 2
3 3 3 2
3 4 4 3
5 4 5 4
2 2 2 2
2 3 4 2
5 5 5 4
2 2 3 2
3 3 2 3
2 1 1 2
Typical Test Data and Judgment Values
Figure 2.3.3
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RESULTS
This section describes the results achieved from the study
and relates them to the established goals.
3-1 Picture Judgments - Each of the judges was shown the
pictures with no prior explanation as to the purpose of the
test. The task of generating a mental scale for evaluating
the differences between quality levels in pictures at first
seemed to be an awesome request. The judges accepted
the task readily and generated values for the differences in
the pictures shown them. After several pictures were
evaluated, the judges became calibrated to their own scales.
The most difficult task of the experiment was in the second
and third tests when subjects were asked to compare image
quality between dissimilar scenes.
For information, several of the judges were shown the same
pair twice, and in all cases the values given the second
time were within plus or minus one of the values given the
first time. In some cases where a judge was not able to
finish all pictures in the time allocated for the first
sitting, these judges were able to recalibrate themselves
and again give values within plus or minus one of the first
values at the second sitting.
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To avoid any indication to the judges from the test
facilitator as to what they were looking at in judging
image quality, none of them were asked during the session
to explain the criteria for their evaluation of quality.
Those asked after the sessions indicated that the main
criteria was the uniform areas in the pictures such as the
sky. Several judges said that the loss of detail or
apparent sharpness at the edge of subject matter was an
additional basis for making the evaluation.
3.2 Statistical data analysis - For the judgments of the
observers to be analyzed, scale values had to be derived for
each of the pictures judged. This was accomplished by a
least squares solution of the form
D = |m||s| 3.2.1
i
where D = the distance between the prints as
i
judged by the observers
M = matrix representing level differences
S = the scale values for the judgments
then:
T -1 T T -1 T
(MM) M MS=(MM) M D 3.2.2
and:
T -1 T
S = (M M) M D 3.2.3
i
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The matrix is shown in Table 3.2.1 and a sample solution to
the matrix using Lotus 1-2-3 is shown in the Appendix.
This provided scale values for each of the judges
corresponding to where they placed the samples shown them
on the judgment scale.
The average and the standard deviation of the scale values
obtained for the judgments of the same scene types are shown
in Tables 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Regressions to determine the
relationship between subjective image quality and the grain
level of the pictures showed the best correlation with a
linear model. Figures 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and Figure
3.2.5 are plots of the linear models calculated in the
regression for the comparison of like scenes within each
group. The points indicated are the average of the scale
values. A plus and minus one standard deviation range from
the average is indicated on the plots for the individual
scenes. Also given are the coefficients for the linear
regression y = a + bx and the coefficient of correlation r.
The coefficients were calculated by using all of the judges
scale values as opposed to using only the average of the
scale values. The line represents the values determined by
the equation y = a + bx.
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-10 0 0 0
0-1000
0 0-100
0 0 0-10
0 0 0 0-1
1-10 0 0
10-100
10 0-10
10 0 0-1
0 1-10 0
0 10-10
0 10 0-1
0 0 1-10
0 0 10-1
0 0 0 1-1
B-C
c B-D
B-E
B-F
D B-G
C-D
C-E
E C-F
C-G
D-E
F D-F
D-G
E-F
G E-G
F-G
Matrix for calculation of
scale values
Table 3.2.1
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Grain Level Tone Scale Face Swimsuit Landscape
B
C
D
E
F
G
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.69 0.98 0.83 0.83
1.78 1.77 1.91 2.21
2.97 3.67 3.65 3.17
4.94 6.00 5.49 5.12
6.65 7.73 6.92 6.62
Average of Scale Values
Test 1
Table 3.2.2
Grain Level Tone Scale Face Swimsuit Landscape
B
C
D
E
F
G
0.51 0.60 0.65 0.56
0.74 0.71 0.92 0.92
0.97 0.96 1.07 1.11
1.27 1.22 1.38 1.41
1.49 1.47 1.39 1.73
Standard Deviation of Scale Values
Test 1
Table 3.2.3
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Subjective Quality vs. Grain Level
Landscape Scene - Test 1
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Subjective Quality vs. Grain Level
Tone Scale - +, Face - *, Swimsuit - #, Landscape
Test 1 - Figure 3.2.5
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Subjective Quality vs. Grain Level
Tone Scale Scene - Test 2
Figure 3.2.6
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Figure 3.2.8
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Landscape Scene - Test 2
Figure 3.2.9
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Subjective Quality vs. Grain Level
Swimsuit Scene - Test 3
Figure 3.2.13
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Subjective Quality vs. Grain Level
Landscape Scene - Test 3
Figure 3.2.14
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From these values of the regression coefficients and visual
examination of the plots, it appears that the samples were
judged using the same criteria for quality by the observers
and that they are all from the same population. To further
evaluate this subjective judgment, an analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was performed.
The ANOVA evaluates the null hypothesis that the sample
values obtained from all the test data are from the same
population. If the pictures are all treated the same by
the judges, and if their scale values are obtained in the
same way, then it would be expected that their judgments
were all made from.pictures that represent the same
population.
If, however, the information content of the pictures is the
basis for the judgment, then it could be expected that the
judgments would come from different populations and that
each of the pictures would have a distinctly different mean
and variance. In this case, the ANOVA would indicate that
the difference in the samples is significant and reject the
null hypothesis.
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A separate ANOVA was done for each different grain level
since it was shown in Lisson 's work that the granularity is
equal for the scene types at each grain level. The scene
types were considered to be different treatments. The test
for significance is made by assessing the F value obtained.
For an F value to be significant for this test with four
treatments and forty samples, the F value would have to be
4.41 at 99% confidence or 2.88 at 95% confidence. An F
value greater than these limits in any of the grain levels
would indicate that the null hypothesis would have to be
rejected and the conclusion reached that there is in fact a
significant difference between the judgments of the scene
types. The values obtained for F were 0.35, 0.49, 0.88,
0.95, and .88 for the C, D, E, F, and G grain levels
respectively for the test with judgments all from the same
scene group. These F values are well below the F values
required to reject the null hypothesis.
The average and the standard deviation of the scale values
obtained for the judgments of different scene groups are
shown in Tables 3.2.4, 3.2.5, 3.2.6, and 3.2.7. This shows
the results for the tests in which the judges were asked to
evaluate the difference in grain level between different
pictures as well as the same picture
within each group of
six pictures. These results
show a larger standard deviation
than for the test with the same scene
for each group of six
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Grain Level Tone Scale
B
C
D
E
F
G
0.00
0.93
1.57
1.37
3.24
4.18
Face
0.00
0.88
1.07
2.00
3.82
4.96
Swimsuit Landscape
0.00 0.00
0.95 0.62
1.90 2.05
2.95 2.78
4.82 3.95
5.25 5.15
Average of Scale Values
Test 2
Table 3.2.4
Grain Level Tone Scale Face Swimsuit Landscape
B
C
D
E
F
G
0.64 0.93 0.81 0.93
0.55 0.71 0.94 1.08
1.25 1.29 0.62 0.81
1.37 1.42 1.18 1.19
1.81 1.85 1.24 1.13
Standard Deviation of Scale Values
Test 2
Table 3.2.5
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Grain Level
B
C
Tone Sea le Face Swimsu
0.00 0.00 0.00
-0.57 0.23 1.48
1.97 1.85 1.29
2.03 2.49 3.55
4.35 4.97 3.88
4.38 5.09 5.97
Average of Scale
Test 3
Table 3.2.
Values
6
0.00
1.09
D 1.67
E 3.37
F 4.15
G 5.73
Grain Level Tone Scale Face Swimsuit Landscape
B
C
D
E
F
G
Standard Deviation of Scale Values
Test 3
Table 3.2.7
1.25 0.75 1.11 1.00
1.02 1.36 0.44 1.16
0.97 0.86 1.08 1.57
1.98 1.83 1.11 1.63
1.33 1.50 1.70 2.00
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pictures. It was more difficult for the judges to evaluate
the image quality difference between the different scenes.
It is not clear how much the subject material may have
affected the judgments. Some judges definitely did not like
certain pictures and, therefore, always judged that picture
to be lower in quality. Linear regressions were done from
the data. A reasonably good fit was obtained which has
lower correlation than that found for the models for the
judgments of the same scene type groups. This was certainly
expected from the observation of the judges in making
judgments. Plots of the linear models of the regressions
are shown in Figures 3.2.6 to 3.2.16.
An ANOVA was not performed for these tests due to the fact
that the tests were not designed to totally randomize the
interaction effects. This was due to the fact that test 2
was designed primarily to put busy scenes at one end of the
grain scale and quiet scenes at the other. This was done
to enhance the probability of generating bi-modal relation
ships between grain level and subjective image quality as
in Lisson 's study. The third test was designed to test
specifically for the differences between the landscape/tone
scale scene pair and the face/swimsuit pair. Further
testing with these scenes tests could be designed to
eliminate the interaction effect and evaluate grain levels
and scene type as different treatments.
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4. DISCUSSION
The basic purpose of this experiment was to determine if
there is a relationship between the subject material
contained in pictures and the subjective image quality of
the pictures which would result in the generation of
bi-modal or tri-modal relationships between subjective image
quality at varying grain levels. In this experiment, the
subjects were shown pairs of pictures from four different
scenes .
4 . 1 Same Scenes Within a Group - For the test with the
same scenes within a group, the visual plots and the
statistical analysis indicate that there was no difference
in the scene types as seen by the judges. The judges who
rated the pictures must have used as their basis for
judgment, a combination of information as to the effect of
grain on the pictures. In the sets shown them, all
pictures were identical except for the grain level. The
effect of grain could be readily seen by the generation of
a
"fuzzy" effect. This causes the uniform areas of the
scenes to appear mottled, or nonuniform. The
"fuzzy"
effect also causes the edges of detailed information to
become less sharp. A picture with high grain level loses
the snappy appearance
of a low grain level picture.
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Although the two functions are operating in these scenes
(the effect on uniform areas and detail edges), the test
subjects rated the scenes very comparably. The F statistic
generated in the analysis of variance test was well below
the limits for indicating any significant differences
between the scenes. Each of the test scenes contained a
large uniform area, while the busy scenes contained in
addition, some detail information. In the tests done by
Lisson the face scene was classified as non busy scene.
This seems hard to justify in view of the fact that there
exists a large amount of high frequency information in this
picture around the eyes and hair of the subject. It would
seem more appropriate to include the face in a group that
was classified as average for busyness and include the
swimsuit and landscape in this same category.
In the test being reported on here, none of the scenes
demonstrated a bi-modal or multi-modal relationship between
the grain level and subjective image quality. The different
test groups do show some variance in how the scenes were
judged which may indicate some overall difference in
quality between the scenes;
however a linear model is
readily fit to all of the
test data. The correlations for
the linear models are very high in the
first test in which
the subjects made all of
their judgments relative to the
same scene.
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4.2 Different Scenes Within a Group - In the second test,
the scene types were mixed within the groups. In the third
test, the scenes were arranged into two groups so that one
group compared the tone scale scene with the landscape
scene and the other group compared the face scene with the
swimsuit scene. In these tests, the relative comparisons
were always made to the same pictures within a group. The
judgments for differences between the different scenes was
more difficult than the comparisons between the same scene
which explains the larger standard deviations in the test
data. Also, if a judge had a preference for a particular
scene, this would effect the relative difference of that
scene and others throughout the test. Because these
differences were not randomized in the second and third
test, the differences became amplified. For example, this
effect may explain the observation of the test point at
grain level E of the tone scale scene in the second test.
This point is still well within a one standard deviation
range of the linear regression line indicating that the
difference can also be explained by testing error. Making
the composition of each group of six pictures up totally at
random from the whole test population would
eliminate the
effect of bias being generated from particular pair
differences .
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The test with the scenes designated by Lisson as busy at one
end of the grain level and the quiet scenes at the other was
designed to increase the probability of generating a
bi-modal relationship between subjective image quality and
grain level. As can be seen from Figure 3.2.10, no bi-modal
trend is clearly seen in the data.
The test with the scenes tested as pairs was designed to
emphasize any differences between the tone scale scene and
the landscape scene. Figure 3.2.15 indicates that no
bi-modal distribution was generated from the judgments in
this test. In Figure 3.2.16, the two lines indicate the
regression values for the two different scene groups.
These two lines are very similar in slope and only slightly
displaced from each other. This indicates that the judges
again saw these scenes in a very similar manner.
4.3 Discussion - From the test data, it appears that the
test subjects integrated all the information equally for
the different scenes and for the different grain levels
within scenes. Perhaps the information available in the
large uniform area in each scene was enough to be the
dominant factor and overcome any effect from the high
frequency part of the scene. Whatever the effect of this
integration process, it certainly appears to have worked
the same on all the pictures within a scene group
regardless of the grain level.
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From this test, there is no grounds on which to reconfirm
the observation made by Lisson in figure 2.1.8 for the
landscape scene which indicates an improvement in quality
at high grain levels. The test data gathered shows no
indication of the highest grain level picture causing a
complete inversion of the relationship between grain and
image quality at very high grain levels.
The generation of such a sample point as the one generated
by Lisson for the landscape scene most likely is a function
of the statistical analysis and the test procedure used.
Lisson used multidimensional scaling for his statistical
analysis and used a relative paired comparison to generate
his judgments. The effect of grain on subjective image
quality operates in a single dimensional manner. (7) The
use of multidimensional scaling to study single dimensional
phenomenon can at times generate results which are not
logical. (8) In the case of this test, the data was
analyzed by a single dimensional method and the evaluations
were made using matched pairs. The results obtained appear
to be logical with what can be expected by visual inspection
of the prints and by observation of the judges throughout
the tests by the test facilitator.
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5. CONCLUSION
In this section, the results reviewed in the previous
chapter are discussed and some conclusions are advanced
based on those results. As these results are based on
subjective judgments made by a limited number of observers
in a single test with photographic materials, these
conclusions should be considered to be general and subject
to refutation by continuing or more extensive efforts.
5.1 Judgments - The observers were given the task of
establishing a mental scale on which to judge the
subjective image quality. This task was performed well by
the observers as is shown by the plots of the average scale
values. A linear relationship was observed between loss of
quality and the grain level of the test prints .
5.2 Scene type relationship - The principal objective of
the study was to investigate the effect of different scene
types on the assessment of image quality. The scenes shown
to the judges had the same amount of difference between
adjacent grain levels. The observation of image quality
then varied as a function of the granularity in the
prints. The thesis being evaluated was that the assessment
of subjective image quality is also a function of the scene
type and the grain level. If true, this would imply that
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photographic system designers would be required to judge a
variety of different scene types and grain levels when
developing new systems. This would increase the complexity
and cost of new system design and development.
From the study conducted here, there is no evidence to
support the theory that the different scenes caused the
judges to use different criteria for their assessment of
the subjective image quality at different grain levels.
There is an indication that the scenes with image content
information were judged to be overall lower in quality at
high grain levels than the scene without image content
information. This could be investigated by further testing.
It is recommended that in further testing, the order of the
pictures be randomized when different scenes are compared so
that the effect of particular preferences on the part of
judges to certain scenes is eliminated.
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APPENDIX
MATRIX OPERATION FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
SCALE VALUES
MT
MT
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0 0
0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 -1
0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 -1 0 -1 0 1
1 0 0 -1 0 -1 -1
MTM-1*MT
1 2 3 4 5
0.33 0. 17 0. 17 0. 17 0. 17
0. 17 0. 33 0. 17 0. 17 0. 17
0. 17 0. 17 0. 0. 17 0. 17
0. 17 0. 17 0. 17 0. 33 0. 17
0. 17 0. 17 0. 17 0. 17 0.33
<MTM>--1*MT
1 2 T 4 5 6 7 8
-0.33 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 0. 17 0. 17 0. 17
-0. 17 -0.33 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 0.00 0. 00
-0. 17 -0. 17 -0.33 -0. 17 -0. 17 0.00 -0. 17 0.,00
-0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0.33 -0. 17 0.00 0.00 -0. 17
-0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0. 17 -0.33 0.00 0.00 0.,00
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0. 17 0 . 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0. 17 0. 17 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 -0. 17 0.00 0.00 0. 17 0. 17 0.00
0.00 0.00 -0. 17 0.00 -0. 17 0.00 0. 17
-0. 17 0.00 0.00 -0. 17 0.00 -0. 17 -0. 17
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To -find the distance estimated -for each subject,
multiply each judges results by the (MTM)-1*MT
matrix. Each judges results consist of 15 values,
B-C B-D B-E B-F B-G C-D C-E C-F
- 1 . 00 -2 . 00 -4 . 00 -4 . 00 -4 . 00 -2 . 00 -4 . 00 -5 . 00
C-G D-E D-F D-G E-F E-B F-G
-4.00 -2.00 -2.00 -1.00 -2.00 -4.00 -1.00
The scale values are:
C 0. 17
D 2.33
E 3. 17
F 4.50
G 4.83
MATRIX OPERATION FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
SCALE VALUES
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